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About This Game

In DarkMaus, you play a lonely wanderer searching for what's left in a corrupted world. The odds are against you - you will
certainly perish.

Note: This game is designed for an Xbox Controller, but mouse / keyboard works too.

 A worthy challenge - combat in DarkMaus is thoughtful and skill based. Enemies force you to be reactive to survive,
and punish any greedy moves or mistakes. You'll start out swearing that it's impossible, and end up a god among Mäuse.

 Death Echo - each time you die, an ally ghost is summoned that retraces your steps, fighting by your side. With time
you can collect multiple ally ghosts and choose their weapons for extra strategy opportunities.

 A dark world to explore - search for answers and secrets in the desolate land of Hazath, whose inhabitants have gone
feral.

 Combat style variety - from spears to greatswords and bows to fireballs, DarkMaus has a large number of viable builds
and playstyles, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.
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This game is simple yet fun to play. The game has 60 pre-made puzzle levels, you can also create your own levels using the
 in game level editor and share it with everyone through the steam workshop. See video attached for indepth look.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vi1OEK1uVX0. This game has good potential but unfortunately the winemaking process
presented within the game has very little to do with winemaking in the real world. A lot of aspects of this game are also very
unrealistic. Moreover, there are some annoying engine problems and bugs.. Fun, takes hours and hours and hours of your life
though. But that's fine.. Pretty Solid DLC

Although a couple of fights were on the silly side, like one were your advised to try and use freeze attacks but to put an extra
challenge on you, all status effects are disabled, which is kinda silly considering the situation.

In Civil War 4.0 on Ultra you can't use status effects which really hurts considering your up against almost all of the other Coon
& Friends \/ Freedom Pals which can use everything from charm to freeze to basiclly everything under the book on you, this
fight took a few trys with my fight were I won taking at least 40+ mins. I think this fight needs to be toned down slightly.

If you are looking for more fun out of TFBW than buy this DLC, you'll find yourself playing for several more hours.
. No savegame feature?
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well that was weird...
P.S. You can easily get 100% of the achievements here. Unplayable in 2019 due to GFWL integration. Do a credit card
chargeback.. The game is dead and no longer supported by the developers, however it is a fun game overall and I absolutely
loved playing it back when there were active players.

I wouldn't recommend buying unfortunately due to the lack of active players :(. If your a rugby league fan then this is a must
buy brilliant gameplay, can watch matches in 2d/3d, chooses speed of matches, coaching setup, player transfers in/out
recommend to anyone. NeverEnd is a game that I can't recommend because:
- it's not worth the money
- the gameplay is boring and repetitive
- the controls are horrible
- it is boring
- the graphics aren't that good
- the soundtrack is repetitive and annoying
- the only good reason to install this game is for the trading cards. TL;DR: I can only recommend this game to people who want
to play with their friends.

The game isn't entirely intuitive, so I recommend playing through the tutorial. Some card descriptions aren't clear, and I had to
play the tutorial to fully understand them. Once I did, winning strategies became obvious, and it appears that the AI doesn't
follow them closely or consistently, so it's easy to win every solo game.

Since it's really easy to beat the AI opponent every time, this game depends heavily on multiplayer. Online multiplayer looks
pretty much dead, so you need a friend who's willing to play with you. If you have one, buy the two pack and you'll get your
money's worth, even if you can't get it on discount.

There's an annoying UI bug currently that prevents you from seeing your attacks hit the enemy tower because when the view
zooms in, your tower is still in the way. You can get around it by scrolling up with your mouse wheel (hope you have one!) to
zoom in whenever the camera goes in to observe an attack.

I haven't been able to convince any of my friends to join me for a game yet, but I don't regret my purchase, so I won't say solo
players should avoid it. Just don't expect a challenge without a human opponent.
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